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About This Game

Infiltrate the military research lab consipiring with the devil and hunt down the demons!

Kali, the legendary "Goddess of Death" in the South America Rovolution.
She joined Neverlight, the counter-demon organization, after some kind of incident.

She wield two pistols that carve silver on bullets became a secret agent who hunts down demons.
Kali was investigating a strange case occurred in the Axis-21 Marine Research Plant
when she discovers the large and shadowy conspiracy of failed Project Prometheus.

1. Advanced console-style stealth action game
This game is never easy.

By the standards of 2015 games, this is definitely a difficult one.
You actually need to put forth an effort and practice to clear the game.
This game doesn't give you many tips about game mechanics or skills.
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But you can overcome any difficulties through repeated attempts and practices.

2. Free-style dual pistol control
Why do you use a single pistol when you can wield two?

You can aim two targets at the same time and control each hand separately.

3. 45 stages
There are 45 missions with various patterns.

Each mission features a different structure, style and set of bosses.
Find out how each mission is played out

in the 45 stages of Prometheus.

4. 19 bosses with various patterns
Prometheus features 19 bosses.

Each boss is visually stunning and spectacular,
but the real heart of this game is in the ever changing gameplay pattern.

5. Solid storyline
The past and present of Kali, the Goddess of Death.

The relationship between shadowy organizations.
And characters with various stories.

Experience the whole new world of Byulbram Studio, the creator of Her Knights and Asura Cross.

6. Cinematic stage with collapsing floors and changing structures
The stage setting changes and some parts collapse as you play the game.

Experience the spectacle showdown with huge bosses and ever changing environment
and the blockbuster animations with no limit.

7. Automatically created Abyss Dungeon
Abyss Dungeon is for users who want to enjoy the game more even after clearing the whole storyline.

A new maze setting is automatically created each time.
Prove your skill in Abyss where the difficulty is higher than the campaign mode.

8. Over 90 achievements
You can clear this game in various ways.

And there are many achievements that you can try.
Find hidden achievements and complete them one by one.
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Title: Silver Bullet: Prometheus
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Byulbram
Publisher:
Byulbram Studio
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 bit)

Processor: intel core-2 quad processor 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9500 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Japanese,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I got this game for 10 cents last winter sale would say this is a great game. Nice touch to the great game, that adds another layer
of gameplay. My first campaign was as Yellow Turban and I had a lot of fun.. Fantastic pixel art.
• Challenging, but not sadistic platformer puzzles.
• Deep and creepy atmosphere.
• Lots of secrets.
• Some spooky jumpscares.
• Literally preaches Satanism.
666/10, not a single thing not to love.. Very good game but lack of protection and tutorial on new commanders ( deadly fully
engineered cutter here)
It would be great to have a linear story option for new players to play and get reward while learning how to play this game. For
example: 10 missions with different objectives. Each objectives provide a option for commanders to choose their own ship or
provided outfitted ship to proceed the mission. The mission have detailed HUD guidelines and voice guidelines. Missions can be
hunting, assassination, trading, yeah you get it. After finishing each mission the commander will get a small loan of a million
dollar no jk they get some credits and unlock the manual for that type of activity. These missions also lock commanders in solo
play and teleport that player into a specific system to do the mission. When finished they'll teleported back to the original
system. This whole story could be a memory flashback of one of the superpower leader. This can further enhance the
background simulation and universe building. Also I think the jump effects are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665please
change.. Terrible, no audio no matter what option you choose. . . after I stopped using it I switched to shadowplay and that's not
working at the moment and this didn't produce audio.. **EDIT**
Now I was able to get some support, Normad was able to explain to me why the prices of the DLC are so expensive and how to
get them cheaper. Now since the DLCs are cheaper, it makes me enjoyed enough with this game to give it a thumbs up. Thanks
again Normad! :)

Prior review V
______________________________________________________________________________
DO NOT BUY THIS GAME IF IT IS OVER 5 DOLLARS. This game has very little gameplay, while I like it, I think it is over
priced. If it added in the DLCs, then it would be a fair price. Even if they made the price of each DLC a dollar or 2 less, it
would have enough content.

I dislike minimal gameplay in this, only if DLCs were in it I would give this a thumbs up. I really wanna drive that car and do
whatever that other one is (Im confused on what it even is) but three dollars for each one? No way mister.
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What write :( just first map(dead sea) work other two just error(windows 8.1,radeon R9 m290x)

Fisrt map Dead sea : load ok
Second Map Airfield :Failed to establish context !Couldn t establish context:loadLevel failed
Third map Forest : Failed to establish context !Couldn t establish context:loadLevel failed
(rubbish)

. This is the demo, it's a good puzzle game. It is bit creepy, but it is quite easy. Can't wait to try out the full release. Which is
Nevrosa: Escape.. If you really want to enjoy playing GBDNATE you need to stop thinking of it as a fetish. There is a really fun
story behind boobs and males turning into females. The game obviously has it's cons. The stories could be more complex and
there is just too much text to scroll, but I would highly recommend it if you want to see an unusual story and relax a bit.. Really
good RPG. You get to go Magic man, or build into tech, theres like 12 different schools of magic with 5 spells in each school, a
bunch of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you can craft. I'd really recommend giving it a go, its pretty cheap especially
on sale.
Only issue is some slowdown but it can be fixed with some .ini edits, there is also a pretty good mod called Arcanum Multiverse
that makes the game run and look better

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=755396888. Simple but good , i really recommend that game. 9/10
One of the best escape room games I've played.
If you get the urge to look for a hint RESIST. Everything is solveable with patience and logic.. Truly a good game i really liked
it thank you so much. Dunno how to explain it, its just really fun has heaps of stuff to unlock and challanges to do plus 29
achivements that are mostly all very easy but some take time to complete. Also theres different types of golf clubs and able to
create and customize your own worm xD
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